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Microsoft E5 Defender Suite for NHS
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Core anti-malware protection in Windows 10

Management: SCCM or IntuneDefender Antivirus

System 
Guard

Defender ATP

Application 
Guard

Exploit 
Guard

Device 
Guard

Endpoint Detection & Response (EDR)

Management: Defender Security Center

Tools in Windows 10 to harden the endpoint

Management: Varies between SCCM, Intune and GPO

Smart 
Screen

Application 
Control

Credential 
Guard
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Sticky Note
Presentation notes:ATP is the mandated component – the others were already part of E3Few NHS organisations use these – Sophos have 1,000,000 devices protected



Cyber Threat Lifecycle
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Threat Lifecycle
(Attack Kill Chain)

PRE-BREACH POST-BREACH

Harvesting e-mail 
addresses, 
conference 

information, etc.

With ‘hands on 
keyboard’ access, 

intruders 
accomplish their 

goal

Command channel 
for remote 

manipulation of 
victim

Coupling exploit with 
backdoor into 

deliverable payload

Delivering 
weaponized bundle 
to victim via email, 

web …

Leveraging a 
vulnerability or 
functionality to 
execute code on 
victim’s machine

Installing malware 
on the asset

Delivery ExploitationRecon Weaponization
Actions on
Objective

Command
& Control

Installation

Firewall, Web and
E-mail Filtering

Traditional AV,
File Scanning,

White Listing, Sandbox
SIEM, EDR and Anomaly Detection



Threat Lifecycle

Delivery ExploitationRecon Weaponization
Actions on
Objective

Command
& Control

Installation

COMMAND AND CONTROL

RUNTIME HIPSAPP GUARD (WDAG & AC)
SMART SCREEN

DEVICE GUARD
DEFENDER EXPOIT GUARD CREDENTIAL GUARD

DEFENDER ATP

ANTI-RANSOMWARE

CORE AV
HIPS, AV, 

Live Protection, PUA

CORE AV
HIPS, AV, 

Live Protection, PUA

APPLICATION 
CONTROL

PERIPHERAL CONTROL

DOWNLOAD REPUTATION
COMMAND AND CONTROL

SAFE BROWSING

ASYNCHRONOUS PROCEDURE CALL (APC) MITIGATION
PROCESS PROTECTIONS

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

RUNTIME HIPS

DATA LOSS PREVENTION

WEB PROTECTION

WEB CONTROL

LOCAL PRIVILEGE MITIGATION

CREDENTIAL THEFT  PROTECTION

MACHINE 
LEARNING (ML)

ANTI-RANSOMWAREAPPLICATION LOCKDOWN

CODE & MEMORY MITIGATIONS

Microsoft DEFENDER SUITE Feature Map

V Sophos
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Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Demonstrates that Sophos is delivering Defence in Depth



Threat Lifecycle

Delivery ExploitationRecon Weaponization
Actions on
Objective

Command
& Control

Installation

APPLICATION 
CONTROL

PERIPHERAL CONTROL

SAFE BROWSING

ASYNCHRONOUS PROCEDURE CALL (APC) MITIGATION

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

DATA LOSS PREVENTION

WEB CONTROL

LOCAL PRIVILEGE MITIGATION

CREDENTIAL THEFT  PROTECTION

MACHINE 
LEARNING (ML)

ANTI-RANSOMWARE

CODE & MEMORY MITIGATIONS

Mind the Gaps….
DEFENDER ATP

PRE-BREACH POST-BREACHM
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Sticky Note
Presentation notes:ATP can co-exist with Sophos Endpoint & CIX
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An introduction to Sophos

• Founded and HQ in Abingdon, UK

• 3,000+ employees

• 250,000+ customers

• 100+ million users

• SophosLabs threat research facility
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Sophos HQ, Abingdon, UK



Sophos global sites

San Francisco
Bay Area

Vancouver
Canada

Abingdon
UK

Budapest
Hungary

Singapore

Sydney
Australia

Manila
Philippines

Tokyo
Japan

Milan
Italy

Karlsruhe
Germany

Wiesbaden
Germany

Dortmund
Germany

Paris
France

Ahmedabad
India

Dubai
UAE

Hengelo
Netherlands

Linz
Austria

Bangalore
India

New Delhi
India

Ottawa
Canada

São Paulo
Brazil

Buenos Aires 
Argentina

Bogotá 
Colombia

Ciudad de México 
Mexico
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Boston
MA



Sophos history
Evolution to complete security

1985

Founded in Abingdon 
(Oxford), UK

Peter Lammer 
c1985

Jan Hruska
c1985

Divested non-
core Cyber 
business

Acquired 
DIALOGS

Acquired 
Astaro

2011 2012 2013

Acquired 
Utimaco
Safeware AG

20081988

First 
checksum-

based 
antivirus 
software

1989

First signature-
based antivirus 
software

1996

US presence 
established in Boston

Voted best 
small/medium sized 
company in UK

Acquired 
ENDFORCE 

2014

Acquired 
Cyberoam

Acquired 
Mojave 

Networks

Acquired
Barricade

IPO London 
Stock Exchange

Launched 
Synchronized Security

2007 2015

Acquired 
Surfright

2017

Acquired
Invincea

2016

Acquired
PhishThreat

Acquired
Reflexion
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Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Sophos acquisitionsInvincea (2017) – machine learning-based antivirusBarricade (2016) - Security data analyticsSurfRight B.V.(2015) – Next generation malware detection softwareReflexion Networks (2015) - Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) / Cloud-based email securityMojave Networks (2014) - Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) / Cloud-based web securityCyberoam Technologies (2014) - NG firewall and UTM technology for network securityDIALOGS (2012) - Mobile security and mobile device management (for iOS and Android)Astaro (2011) - UTM and Wi-Fi technology for network securityUtimaco (2008) - Data encryption and network securityENDFORCE (2007) - Security policy and network access control



charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Sophos is THE go-to provider for security in the NHS. Over 1,000,000 devices protected, every CSU a customer.Why – our commercial model and technologies provide a good fit for the NHS.



Relevant numbers for this presentation

13,000

400,000

75%

27%

7849

42%

93%

193



charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Before we look at today’s threats let’s take a look at how we got here by going back in time to examine how the scale of threats has changed



1997

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Check out this lovely website!So, what was the threat scape like in 1997?



1997

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:By the end of 1997 there were a ‘massive’ 13,000 viruses in the wild.Scale of growth was 40% per year.Macro viruses were starting to be the big thing back then as Office 97 had been released.Updates sent out on floppies, CDs or IDEs faxed, yes faxed!



2007

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Fast forward another 10 years and in 2007 our website looked like this and the pace of threats continued to grow and spam was seen as a major threat.



2018
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Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Fast forward another 11 years and our website now looks like this and there are approximately 400,000 new unseen samples submitted to our labs every day.



Today’s threat landscape
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charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:So, we’ve seen that there has been a huge growth in the number of threats out there but what types of threats are we seeing and what are the challenges that you face?



INCREASED ATTACK 
SOPHISTICATION

GROWING RISK 
AWARENESS

VANISHED 
PERIMETER

EXPANDING 
ATTACK SURFACE
• Multiple platforms (Windows, OS X, Linux)
• Mobile devices (iOS, Android, phones, tablets, wearables)
• Internet of Things (IoT)

• High profile corporate hacks
• High profile personal hacks
• Government surveillance allegations (Snowden leaks)
• Regional compliance regulations (e.g. PCI compliance, data privacy)

• Cloud-based storage (Dropbox, Box, OneDrive)
• Social media (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn)
• Remote offices
• Roaming workers
• Public cloud (AWS, Rackspace)
• BYOD

• Crimeware-as-a-service (Vawtrak, Lizard Squad)
• Cross-pollination 

(APTs <--> crimeware)
• Crypto ransomware

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Expanding Attack Surface – More devices etc..Growing awareness – TalkTalk, WannaCry, NotPetya…



The age of personalised malware

75%

75% of the malicious 
files we detect are 
found only within a 
single organization. 

Source: SophosLabs

400,000

SophosLabs receives and 
analyses 400,000 previously 

unseen files each day.

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:27% of all malware written has been seen in the past 12 months



The challenge of addressing new threats
Software vulnerabilities reported by year 

Source information NIST National Vulnerability Database as of 26th July 2017
https://beta.nvd.nist.gov/vuln-metrics/visualizations/cvss-severity-distribution-over-time

.

4639
4150

5286 5186

7937

6487 6446

7849

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
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Up to 26th July 2017

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes7849 software vulnerabilities as of 26 July this year.



Top threats worldwide
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Ransomware
42%

Exploits
40%

Generic 
Malware

10%

Cryptocoin
Generator

5%

Malvertising
3%

• Exploits
o Industrialised attacks

o Flash, Downloader, JS redirect, 
Malvertising

• Ransomware
o Dropper, Phish, Shortcut, Doc Macro

o Successful attacker can earn up to 
£300,000 in a single month

• Phishing
o 93% of phishing emails have a 

ransomware payload (CSO Online)

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:42% of all threats that we are seeing are ransomware93% of phishing emails have a ransomware payload
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charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:I’m sure that you all know what this screenshot shows.Trusts that were hit hadn’t installed a known patch for the Eternal Blue exploit.Would have been stopped by Sophos Intercept X.Shows the importance of implementing the latest technologies as well as patching.
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Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Screenshot showing Cryptoguard defending against WannaCry
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Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Do you know what this one is?This was also stopped by Intercept X.Thankfully WannaCry meant that most NHS machines were patched against this.



Known to Unknown
75% of malware inside an organisation is unique to 
that organisation

Summary of evolutionary threat trends

Large to All Organisations
70% of all organizations reported a compromise in 
the last 12 months.

Simple to Industrialized
As Malware-as-a-Service platforms evolve, payloads 
are being monetised on the Dark Web with the same 
market pressures we see govern any industry

Volume to Targeted
Exploit kits cause over 90% of all data breaches

Malware to Hacking
63% of data breaches involve stolen credentials

Everyone to Vulnerable
Average time to fix vulnerabilities is 193 days

Threats Targets

(Source:  Sophos Labs)

(Source:  NSS Labs)

(Source: WhiteHat Security)(Source:  Verizon DBIR)

(Source:  Sophos Labs)

(Source:  FBI / InfoSec London)

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:193 days is the average time taken to fix a vulnerability.



How today’s threats particularly impact 
the NHS

27



charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Cyber security has become front page news.The NHS is reported on more as people see the NHS as one entity, even though we know it isn’t.Cyber security incidents are having real clinical impacts.



charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:All the focus was on WannaCry but lots of threats are out there every day.400,000 new threats seen per day.But what are some of the reasons that we see attacks being successful against some NHS organisations?



Silo mentality

30

“Silo mentality is an attitude that is 
found in some organisations; it 

occurs when several departments 
or groups within an organisation do 

not want to share information or 
knowledge with other individuals in 

the same organisation. A silo 
mentality reduces the 

organisation's efficiency and can 
contribute to a failing corporate 

culture.”

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/silo-mentality.aspAs cybercrime knows no geographic boundaries, threats no longer fit into neat silos which can be dealt with by different teams – someone needs to own security for the organisation.It is no longer good enough to work independently from each other.



Ratio of IT staff to users
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• Out if kilter with investment banks etc.

• Simplicity and ease of use is key.

• Security is only effective if it can be used.



Budget
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• The challenge of getting the board to listen and to prioritise spending on 
cyber security.

• Made a little easier of late due to high profile events such as WannaCry.



Losing control of email
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charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:NHSmail presents a risk.Losing control of your gateway.Intercept X helps here.



Those are some of the issues and so 
what are the solutions?
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Have an integrated security plan that does not stifle 
productivity

35

• To fully understand your cyber threat and risk exposure, you should carry 
out a rigorous security review to identify risks, understand vulnerabilities 
and assess the impact of a cyber-attack. 

• Only then can you create an integrated cyber security plan that 
incorporates technical, human and physical defences to deliver effective 
protection without deterring productivity.

charliet
Sticky Note
Here is a reminder of our five best practice tips.Here is a reminder of our five best practice tips.



Follow best practice

36

• Many security breaches can be prevented by 
ensuring existing cyber defences are deployed at 
full strength. 

• Too often NHS organisations invest in cyber security 
solutions but fail to deploy them fully – significantly 
reducing their effectiveness and increasing the 
likelihood of a successful, but preventable breach.

• To ensure you are getting the maximum level of 
protection from your existing security solutions we 
encourage all NHS organisations to follow the best 
practice guidance offered by your trusted security 
partners and vendors.

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Using what you have properlyWho has seen our Security Advisory?Many attacks can be thwarted by just following best practice.Telemetry told us that lots of people weren’t up to date when WannaCry hit – remember Central can do this automatically.



Have a tried and tested incident response plan
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• Work on the assumption that an attack will happen and ensure you have a 
tried and tested incident response plan than can be implemented 
immediately to reduce the impact of the attack.



Identify and safeguard your sensitive data
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• It’s almost impossible to protect all your data all of the time, so identify the 
information you keep that would harm your organisation if it were stolen 
or unlawfully accessed and implement suitable data security procedures to 
ensure it is appropriately protected.



Education, education, education

39

• Too many cyber breaches are caused by the inadvertent actions of users.

• It is vitally important that users are educated about the cyber risks they 
face and the safeguards in place to protect them. 

• Users should also understand their individual cyber security 
responsibilities, be aware of the consequences of negligent or malicious 
actions and work with other stakeholders to identify ways to work in a safe 
and secure manner.

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Has anyone run their own Phishing campaign?



Clichéd slide alert!

40

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Once you’ve done that you can start to build in additional layers.Apologies for the cliché but…	
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Presentation notes:…it’s all about the onion layer analogy.Layers of protection are needed.Sandbox, gateway, next generation etc.Next generation protection at the endpoint – why is this important?



It’s time to move to the next phase of consolidation

• Previous consolidation has focused on driving down costs.

• It’s now time to take a systematic approach to security and to break out of 
the silo mentality.



Synchronized Security = better security

Sophos Central

Cloud Intelligence

Sophos Labs

Analytics | Analyze data across all of Sophos’ products to create simple, actionable insights and automatic resolutions

| 24x7x365, multi-continent operation |
Malware Identities | URL Database | Machine Learning | Threat Intelligence | Genotypes | Reputation | 
Behavioral Rules | APT Rules | App Identities | Anti-Spam | DLP | SophosID | Sandboxing | API Everywhere

Admin Self Service Partner| Manage All Sophos Products | User Customizable Alerts | Management of Customer Installations

Next-Gen Endpoint

Mobile

Server

Encryption

Next-Gen Firewall

Wireless

Email

Web

In Cloud On Prem

43



Source: Gartner, January 2017

The Sophos Synchronized Security 
approach allows endpoints and  firewalls 
to share threat intelligence and context, 
and can automatically trigger and 
orchestrate full-system scans, or isolate 
the endpoint from the network.

“ “
44



Security Heartbeat™

Automatically responding

Sophos is the only vendor to use system health in firewall rules

Security Heartbeat™

Servers

XG Firewall Sophos Central

Security Heartbeat™ links Endpoints 
with the firewall to monitor health 
and immediately share the presence 
of threats.

Instant Identification
Security Heartbeat can 
instantly share telemetry 
about the user, systems and 
process responsible

Automated Response
Automatically isolate, or limit 
network access, and encryption 
keys for compromised systems 
until they are cleaned up 

Internet

XG Firewall Endpoints

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Let’s have a look at Security Heartbeat in action to see how XG Firewall contains advanced threats…Security Heartbeat™ links your Endpoints with the firewall to monitor health and immediately share the presence of threats.<adv>1. When a system becomes compromised, XG Firewall and Sophos Central are immediately notified thanks to Security Heartbeat which is continuously sharing telemetry about the systems health and as we saw earlier can instantly identify the user, systems and process involved when a threat strikes.2. XG Firewall is unique in it’s ability to use the health of the system in firewall rules and automatically isolate or limit network access when a compromise is detected.  And Synchronized Security can also automatically revoke encryption keys temporarily to prevent threats from opening or changing files on the system until it’s cleaned up. This all happens instantly in the blink of an eye… and automatically.  3. Then, just as quickly and easily, cnce everything is cleaned up, health will automatically return to green, connectivity will be restored and encryption keys enabled.<Adv>This illustrates another exclusive advantage of XG Firewall… It’s the only firewall available that uses system health as a condition in firewall rules.
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Cloud Intelligence

46

Endpoint/Next-Gen EndpointUTM/Next-Gen Firewall Missing Heartbeat Detection
Identifying & isolating compromised endpoints

Synchronized Security

Destination Heartbeat
Block access to compromised servers and endpoints

Dynamic App Identification
Insights and control over unknown app traffic



Getting to the source - Root Cause Analysis

47

Sophos RCA provides

• Detailed forensic-level analysis that 
illuminates the root-cause of attacks and 
their paths through the organisation

• Offers prescriptive guidance to help 
remediate infections and bolster security

Enabling insights into the root cause 
and path of infection

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:And as we discussed in the gartner protection chart earlier, root cause analytics are essential for getting to the source of the infection in order to understand the point of entry so measures can be taken to proactively protect against similar attacks in the future.Other firewalls provide no insights into what happened.  Fortuantely Sophos Root-Cause-Analytics in Sophos Central can provide incredibly rich insights and guidance on how to bolster protection. It works together with Intercept X and indirectly XG Firewall thanks to Synchronized Security.  And we have more cross-product reporting and analytics coming to Sophos Central that will bolster this even further.As you might have expected, this is another exclusive advantage in your favour.



In reality, users look much more like this…

Most firewalls see users this way…

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:Now unfortunately, even if a firewall knows who all the users are, it typically sees them all the same way.<adv>When in fact, we know in reality, that users look a lot more like this…



Proactively identify risks before they become problems
You can take action before HR needs to

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:XG Firewall automatically identifies the top risk users in the organization and articulates why they are high risk so IT managers can proactively address these risk users before HR comes asking for detailed forensic reports for a problem user.



Rich on-box reporting with over 1000 reports

50
Sophos is the only vendor to offer this level of rich on-box reporting

Risk: Low
A few high risk applications and users are 
operating on the network – continue to 
monitor the situation carefully

Risk: High
Take action and setup an application 
control policy before data loss, abuse, or 
illegal activity become a real problem

Sophos is the only vendor to offer this level of rich on-box reporting

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:And XG Firewall is unique in providing extensive on-box reporting with over 1000 reports that covers User activity and risk, application risk like you see here… and a variety of helpful reports on threats, network traffic, compliance and much more.As you might have guessed… Sophos is the only vendor to offer this level of rich on-box reporting… for free… on every firewall.  It’s something small and mid-market customers really value.



Next-Gen Endpoint 

Script-based 
Malware

Phishing 
Attacks

.exe 
Malware

Non-.exe 
Malware

Malicious 
URLs

Removable
Media

Unauthorized
Apps

Exploits

Synchronized 
Security

Sophos Central 
Mgmt.

Root Cause 
Analysis



Stopping ransomware by behaviour

DATA PARTITION

WIPEGUARD

CRYPTOGUARD

SYSTEM / BOOT 
INFORMATION .DOC .JPG .XLSX

• CryptoGuard & WipeGuard = Anti-Ransomware

• CryptoGuard File Protection

• Automatically Reverts Affected Files

• WipeGuard Disk & Boot Protection

• Prevents Master Boot Record Tampering

1. Monitor File Access – just in time copies taken

2. Detect Attack – malicious process stopped

3. Rollback – original files restored

4. Root Cause Analysis – visualize the attack



Sophos Sandstorm
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Cloud-delivered, Affordable, Next-Gen Sandbox

Available in:
• XG Next-Gen Firewall
• SG UTM
• Secure Email Gateway
• Secure Web Gateway

charliet
Sticky Note
Presentation notes:It provides fantastic next-gen protection by detonating active file payloads via web downloads or email attachments in a safe environment in the cloud.  Our customers that are using this are sending us tens-of-thousands of files a week and we’re finding about 3% of them contain previously unseen threats which is saving a lot of infections ou there.  It’s no longer nice-to-have… it’s essential protection.Adding Intercept X, Machine Learning into the Sandbox will make what is already a formidable defence even better.Look for a cool feature called Content Disarm that will strip the active content from a file, rendering it harmless, and allow it to pass to the user while the original is detonated and analyzed in the sandbox.



Those numbers is summary

13,000 – the number of viruses in the wild in 1997

400,000 – the number of new samples seen every day

75% - the proportion of unique files seen of the 400,000

27% - of all malware ever has been seen in the past 12 months

7849 – the number of new vulnerabilities seen this year so far

42% - the percentage of all threats seen worldwide which is ransomware

93% - of phishing emails have a ransomware payload

193 - days is the average time taken to fix a vulnerability





Questions?


